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Abstract
While applied frequently in physical biochemistry to the study of protein complexes, the
quantitative use of analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) for nanocrystal analysis is relatively
rare. Its application in nanoscience is potentially very powerful as it provides a measure of
nanocrystal density, size and structure directly in the solution phase. Towards that end, this
paper examines the best practices for applying data collection and analysis methods for AUC,
geared towards the study of biomolecules, to the unique problems of nanoparticle analysis.
Using uniform nanocrystals of cadmium selenide, we compared several schemes for analyzing
raw sedimentation data. Comparable values of the mean sedimentation coefficients (s-value)
were found using several popular analytical approaches; however, the distribution in sample
s-values is best captured using the van Holde–Weischt algorithm. Measured s-values could be
reproducibly collected if sample temperature and concentration were controlled; under these
circumstances, the variability for average sedimentation values was typically 5%. The full
shape of the distribution in s-values, however, is not easily subjected to quantitative
interpretation. Moreover, the selection of the appropriate sedimentation speed is crucial for
AUC of nanocrystals as the density of inorganic nanocrystals is much larger than that of
solvents. Quantitative analysis of sedimentation properties will allow for better agreement
between experimental and theoretical models of nanocrystal solution behavior, as well as
providing deeper insight into the hydrodynamic size and solution properties of nanomaterials.

S Supplementary data are available from stacks.iop.org/Nano/20/355702

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) measures the sedimenta-
tion properties of materials as they are settling in a centrifuge.
Quantitative analysis of these data can yield a wealth of
insights into the solution phase properties of nanoparticles
since sedimentation speed depends sensitively on a material’s
hydrodynamic size, shape and density. As compared to
dynamic light scattering, AUC offers a lower limit of detection
and a greater sensitivity to changes in material density;
moreover, unlike electrophoresis it is non-destructive and
can be applied to nanoparticles suspended in virtually any
solvent [1]. Over the past ten years, the application of

1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

AUC to nanomaterial analysis has been growing substantially;
examples of its application can be found for a variety of
systems including nanoscale TiO2, Fe3O4, CdS, ZrSO4, FePt,
various other inorganic nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, and
a large variety of protein and polymeric nanoparticles [2–40].
More importantly, because AUC resolves solution species
with angstrom sensitivity it is highly sensitive to the structure
of nanoparticle surface coatings and the extent of their
bioconjugation [1, 13–15, 38, 39, 41].

One of the first applications of analytical ultracentrifu-
gation was to gold colloids almost a hundred years ago;
however, its application in modern nanoscience has been
relatively limited [42]. As a result best practices for collecting
and analyzing nanocrystal sedimentation data are not well
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defined. Much of the guidance for this method is directed
towards the biochemistry community which uses AUC to
evaluate and quantify protein–protein interactions. In principle
the application of analytical ultracentrifugation to the anal-
ysis of nanoparticles does not require substantially different
methods or analysis. The simple models of sedimenting
spheres that guide the analysis of ultracentrifugation data
are independent of sphere size. However, there are several
issues that complicate experimental and quantitative analysis
of nanocrystal sedimentation. Unlike some highly purified and
uniform proteins, nanocrystals have intrinsic size and shape
distributions which contribute to the breadth of sedimentation
fronts. In addition, their sizable and wide ranging densities—
often much larger than the surrounding fluids—complicates
the selection of appropriate sedimentation speeds. Finally,
much of the potential value of AUC in nanoscience lies with
its ability to quantitatively specify the how fast nanocrystals
sediment (e.g. the s-value). For adequate interpretation of such
data, it is vital to assess the reproducibility and experimental
error of AUC measurements on model nanocrystal samples.

In this work we show that the nanocrystal sedimentation
coefficients, or s-values, can be both measured and analyzed
using AUC techniques that are comparable to those developed
for biomolecules. While many data analysis procedures
can provide accurate measure of the average s-value of a
nanocrystal sample, the van Holde–Weischet algorithm is best
suited to describing the distribution of s-values. This model-
independent approach explicitly addresses diffusion effects and
can disentangle the breadth introduced from particle diffusion
from that introduced by heterogeneous size and densities. We
also identify experimental conditions that cause significant and
erroneous variation in the overall sedimentation coefficient
and corresponding distribution. Finally, we evaluate the
sensitivity of AUC to conditions of particular importance
to nanomaterials, such as the wavelength of detection and
sedimentation speed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. CdSe nanoparticle synthesis

The synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals was performed following
a protocol similar to that of Yu et al [43]. Briefly, 0.51 g CdO
(99.99% Aldrich), 3.76 g oleic acid (tech grade, Aldrich), and
160 ml of 1-octadecene (tech grade, Aldrich) were combined in
a reaction flask in an air-free environment and the temperature
was increased to 300 ◦C. Once the CdO mixture became
colorless, a solution of 0.16 g Se (99.5%, Aldrich), 0.8 g
TOP (tech grade, Aldrich) and 5 ml of ODE was injected
using a syringe. A volume of 70 ml of ODE was added
to quench the reaction. The reaction mixture was purified
by adding acetone, centrifuging at 3200 rpm, and preserving
the decantate. The decantate was further purified by the
addition of acetone, followed by centrifuging at 3200 rpm and
preserving the precipitate. Precipitates were resuspended in
toluene (99.8%, Fischer), and the surfaces of the nanocrystals
in suspension were stabilized by the addition of 30 μl of 1-
dodecane thiol (98%, Aldrich) [44]. The concentration of the

suspensions was estimated based on their optical absorbance
in a standard 1 cm path length cuvette within a Varian Cary
UV–visible spectrophotometer, and an absorption coefficient
of 2 × 105 cm−1 M−1 for CdSe nanocrystals from [45].

2.2. Iron oxide nanoparticle synthesis

Ferroxyhydrate (gamma-FeOOH, 30–50 mesh, Aldrich) was
finely crushed and dissolved in oleic acid (tech grade, Aldrich)
in an air-free environment. This mixture was then diluted using
1-octadecene and allowed to reflux for 1 h. The resulting slurry
was purified using a combination of acetone and hexane, and
Fe3O4 nanocrystals were recovered in hexane [46].

2.3. Transmission electron microscopy and particle sizing

Images were obtained using a 100 kV JEOL TEM (JEM-2010).
Small volumes of the nanocrystal suspensions were added to
the surface of 300 mesh carbon/formvar coated copper grids
(Ted Pella #01821) and allowed to evaporate in air. Particles
were sized manually using ImagePro® software. TEM images
and sizing histograms of CdSe and Fe3O4 are displayed
in figures S1 and S2 respectively within the supplemental
information (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/20/355702).

2.4. Analytical ultracentrifugation

Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed on a
Beckman Optima XL-A Ultracentrifuge. All data were
obtained by monitoring the absorbance at 25 ◦C for 100
scans, except where otherwise indicated. Experimental set-
up included aluminum centerpieces in the sample cells,
which were centrifuged in an AnTi-60 rotor. All data
were analyzed with Ultrascan 7.1 (enhanced van Holde–
Weischet), employing at least 80% of the boundary region
and a smoothing factor of less than 10 for all datasets. For
typical operating conditions, we found that the results of
AUC are reproducible and place conservative error bars of 5%
on measured sedimentation coefficients. Less reliable were
measurements of the properties at the wings of the distribution,
therefore we estimated error bars of 20%. A sample data
set was also analyzed using c(s) (Ultrascan 7.1), ls-g∗(s)
(SEDFIT), and a manual determination.

The c(s) analysis, or continuous distribution of sedimen-
tation coefficients, is one of several solutions to the Lamm
equation. In this analysis, the sedimentation coefficient is first
determined from solving the Lamm equation. Then using an
estimated frictional coefficient, solvent and solute densities,
and solvent viscosity, the molecular weight of the solute is
determined and subsequently used to calculate the diffusion
coefficient according to equation (1):

D(s) =
√

2

18π
kT s− 1

2 (η( f/ fo)w)−
3
2

×
((

1 − ρsolvent

ρparticle

)
ρparticle

) 1
2

[47] (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, k is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is temperature, s is the sedimentation coefficient, and ρ

is density, η is viscosity. fo is the frictional coefficient for
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a perfect sphere, and is equal to 6πηr (η and r are solvent
viscosity and hydrodynamic radius, respectively). In this
equation, f/ fo is equal to 1. For a solute that is not a sphere,
f/ fo is a number greater than 1. More extensive discussion of
this analysis procedure is available elsewhere [47].

The ls-g∗(s) analysis, or least-squares boundary model-
ing, mathematically compares the sedimentation profiles of
the actual solutes with the sedimentation profiles of equivalent
solutes that are free from the influence of diffusion via
equation (2):

c(r, t) =
∫

g∗(s)U(s, r, t) ds [48] (2)

with c(r, t) representing the actual sedimentation of solutes
and U(s, r, t) representing diffusion-free sedimentation of the
solutes and is defined as:

U(s, r, t) = e−2ω2st ×
{

0 for r < rmeωwst

1 else
[48]

(3)
where s is the sedimentation coefficient, ω is the angular
velocity, t is time, r is radial position at time t , and rm

is the radial position at the meniscus. The solution to this
integral equation is solved by a combination of discretization
and application of a least-squares approximation, which allows
simplification of equation (2) into:

min
g∗i

∑
r

∑
t

[
c(r, t) −

smax∑
smin

g∗
i U(si , r, t)�s

]2

[48] (4)

which permits simple conversion of the data into the more
familiar distribution of sedimentation coefficients. Detailed
discussions of this analysis have been undertaken by Schuck
and Rossmanith [48]. For application of ls-g∗(s) to our data,
we used smin, smax, and resolution values of 1, 100, and 100,
respectively. The Tikhonov–Phillips regularization (default
setting) was also employed.

The manual determination was undertaken as follows. The
corresponding positions at 50% of the boundary for the first
ten scans were evaluated using equation (5), as defined by
Svedberg:

s = ln

(
rb

rm

)
[ω2(tb − tm)]−1 [42] (5)

where s is the sedimentation coefficient, rb is the value of the
radius at the boundary, rm is the value of the radius at the
meniscus, ω is the angular velocity, tb and tm are the times, in
seconds, at radius positions rb and rm, respectively [42]. The
average of the ten s-values was assumed to be the actual s-
value of the data set. Sedimentation coefficients are reported to
three significant figures because both the radial positions and
densities of most solvents, which are used to analyze raw AUC
data in some cases, are known accurately to three significant
figures.

3. Results and discussion

The sedimentation coefficient of a material is the fundamental
parameter for characterizing how it responds to gravitational or
centrifugal forces. It can be conceptualized as the propensity
of a material to move given a fixed force; materials with
larger sedimentation coefficients move greater distances than
those with smaller coefficients assuming all other factors are
constant. To assess the sedimentation coefficient precisely,
experimentalists measure the visual boundary of a material as it
deposits over time. Over eighty years ago, Svedberg defined its
form in equation (5) [42]. AUC is a technique which applies
equation (5) to the evaluation of sedimentation directly in a
centrifuge while it is occurring.

In a typical AUC experiment samples are placed in
a specially designed centrifuge equipped with an optical
spectrometer. The sample cells, which are typically 1.2 cm
in length, contain sample volumes on the order of 500 μl;
the cells are continually scanned during sedimentation and
the solute is detected via optical density at a specified
wavelength. When the rotor is spinning, materials will
experience substantial sedimentation forces and move away
from the center of the apparatus towards the bottom of the cell.
The homogeneous optical density of the suspensions will thus
change accordingly, and with time lower optical density will
be measured at the top of the cell as sample is depleted due to
sedimentation.

Figure 1(A) shows typical raw data collected for a
representative sample of nanocrystalline cadmium selenide in
toluene. The curves have an s-shape with low optical density
towards the ‘top’ of the cell and higher values measured at
the bottom. With increasing time the boundary of the curves
(defined as the midpoint between the zero optical density top
and the higher concentration bottom) shifts away from the
center as the materials sediment into pellets. The red curve
corresponds to the sedimentation front at an earlier time in the
experiment than the green curve; typically tens to hundreds of
sedimentation fronts are collected over the course of a several
hour experiment.

Also apparent in figure 1(A) is that the transition from
the highly concentrated region at the cell bottom and the
sedimenting species at the top is not as sharp; the sedimentation
front is spread spatially in the cell. A perfectly homogeneous
sample with only one sedimentation coefficient would, in
principle, present a sedimentation profile which was a step
function. As it is, heterogeneity in both the sample and particle
diffusion broaden the sedimentation boundary. In order to
more realistically model sedimentation, and thereby extract
quantitative data from these raw datasets, any one of several
sophisticated data analysis packages can be employed. These
process the raw data by fitting the sedimentation profiles in
time so as to yield an average s-value for the sample as well
as a measure of the distribution in the s-values due to sample
heterogeneity.

While there are several approaches to analyzing raw
sedimentation of the type shown in figure 1(A), the van
Holde–Weischet analysis provides a strategy which has few
underlying assumptions and is well suited to nanoparticle
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Figure 1. Illustration of the van Holde–Weischet analysis and comparison of most common analysis methods for a model sample of 3.1 nm in
diameter CdSe nanocrystals. (A) Sedimentation curves are collected at distinct time points, shown here as black and gray. Each curve in the
sedimentation profile is then divided into equal fractions along the y-axis and the values of the corresponding positions along the x-axis for
each fraction are evaluated by equation (1). (B) A plot of equation (1) (s-value versus time−0.5). The convergence of the lines at the y-axis
indicates the s-value of the sample. (C) Integral plot of s-values. Each line from (B) has a fractional value assigned to it that corresponds to
integrated frequency values ranging from 0 to 100. (D) Histogram plots of s-values. The data from (B) can also be represented with a
histogram. Also shown are s-value determinations using other types of analyses. In general, all methods yield similar s-values and the only
difference lies in the width of the distributions.

systems. The c(s) approach to AUC data analysis fits the
raw data to a series of curves that are solutions to the Lamm
equation; because of their larger size, nanoparticles may
not obey the conventional models for molecular solutes at
dilute conditions that underlie this treatment. The second
category of data analysis is made up of model-independent
approaches, such as the time-derivative and van Holde–
Weischet analyses. This latter process is widely used in
the analysis of biomolecular sedimentation and is well suited
for capturing the behavior of systems that have significant
heterogeneity [1, 47, 49, 50]. These methods rely on
mathematical transformations of the raw data to facilitate
the measure of the average sedimentation coefficient and its
distribution. The assumptions underlying these data analysis
techniques are relatively minor, and include the condition that
diffusive motion is less significant than motion caused by
sedimentation as well as the neglect of the finite cell length
and sedimentation timescale. While its applicability to the
analysis of nanoparticles of the smallest dimensions has been
questioned [14], we show here that the van Holde–Weischet
analysis is in fact appropriate for small inorganic nanocrystals
that have densities differing greatly from their suspending
solvents.

Figure 1 illustrates how the van Holde–Weischet analysis
is applied to a dataset describing the sedimentation of CdSe
nanocrystals. Sedimentation profiles at a single time are first
sampled at discrete intervals defined by proscribed increments
of optical density (figure 1(A), symbols). The equivalent s-
values at those positions are then found using equation (1).
Such an analysis is performed for all scans included in the
dataset, resulting in sets of s-values found at different times
(figure 1(A)). In order to discern the effect of diffusion
from sample heterogeneity, the van Holde–Weischet analysis
relies on the fact that diffusive time-dependent changes in
the boundary will have a different dependence on time than
broadening due to sample heterogeneity. Specifically, diffusion
will grow with the square root of time and thus graphs of
s-values versus t−1/2 when extrapolated to infinitely long
time provide a s-value average and distribution reflective of
the sample heterogeneity [51, 52]. In figure 1(B) and the
intercepts at the y-axis provide a measure of the sample’s true
sedimentation coefficient with no contribution from diffusion.
These linear fits also introduce the greatest source of error into
s-value determination for a given point in the distribution; the
correlation coefficients of these fits help to constrain the error
bars reported in figure 1(C).
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Figure 2. Reproducibility of analytical ultracentrifugation datasets. (A) The same sample, run in separate cells during the same experiment,
gives nearly identical results. (B) Small variation is observed for different aliquots of the same sample run on different days. (C) A slight shift
in s-value is also observed for the same sample aliquot run once, resuspended, and run a second time.

Such data can then be displayed in terms of a frequency
profile (figure 1(C)) or as a more conventional s-value
distribution (figure 1(D)). In this work we report the former
as it does not emphasize the more error-prone wings of
the distributions. The wings of the distribution are more
difficult to specify as they are a less concentrated population
within the sample, and thus provide lower optical densities
for detection. The result of the van Holde–Weischet analysis
is then a measure not only of the average s-value, but also
its distribution. Additional information can also be extracted
to describe more subtle details about attractive or repulsive
interactions between the nanoparticles. A discussion of this
is beyond the scope of this paper, and the reader is referred
to more expansive treatments of the van Holde–Weischet
analysis [52].

In order to examine the influence of the data analysis
process on the measured sedimentation coefficient, the dataset
used in figure 1 was also analyzed manually to provide a single
average s-value as well as ls-g∗(s). We obtained average
sedimentation coefficients of 39.9 and 37.2 S, respectively.
The average sedimentation coefficients derived from all the
methods agree well with the value obtained by the van Holde–
Weischet analysis (33 S). The s-value is largest when evaluated
manually due to the fact that only the first ten scans of the data
set were employed, while all other methods applied at least
fifty scans.

Greater differences between the methods are found
in their description of the breadth of the sedimentation
curves. The van Holde–Weischet approach yielded the
narrowest range of s-values (32–35 S), in good qualitative
agreement with narrow core distributions that we found
in TEM (figure S1 in supplemental information available
at stacks.iop.org/Nano/20/355702). A more quantitative
analysis of the distribution width, and its relationship to
the core diameter distribution, requires an accurate model
for nanoparticle density that incorporates realistic structures
for the organic coatings [41]. However, one would
expect for both material types that s-value distributions
would range only over approximately 15 S based on
accounting of the core distribution alone. In contrast to
the narrow distribution derived from the van Holde–Weischet

analysis, ls-g∗(s) yielded a broader range of sedimentation
coefficients and 9–92 S. These measured distributions were
extremely sensitive to user-defined parameters, unlike the
average reported for the distribution was generally unchanged.
Examples of how these parameters, which include details
about how the data is fit, affect the resulting datasets
are given in the supplementary information (figure S3 and
supplemental table 1—supplemental information available at
stacks.iop.org/Nano/20/355702). The manual determination
generated a relatively narrow range of s-values, spanning
from 39–42 S, but we emphasize that only single points of
a few scans were employed for calculation. In the interest
of clarity and word count, we could not include all possible
methods here. We note that the radial derivative and c(s)
methods (figure S4—supplemental information available at
stacks.iop.org/Nano/20/355702) are comparable to the ls-g∗(s)
and other model-independent approaches in terms of obtaining
the same average s-value. However, the c(s) model is not
suitable for observing the s-value distribution in this case
because the corresponding residuals indicate that this analysis
is a bad fit for this particular system. Further evaluation of
these analysis methods are the subject of ongoing work.

In addition to data analysis, the reproducibility of the
analytical ultracentrifuge is of great importance for its current
and future applications. Run to run variability of average
sedimentation coefficients from samples taken at different
times and different days was on the order of 5%. However
variability is much lower for samples run at the same time. An
analytical ultracentrifuge fitted with an AnTi-60 rotor has the
capability of collecting data on three samples per run, at the
same speed and detection wavelength. Figure 2(A) illustrates
that cell to cell variability in AUC analysis is minimal. The
standard deviation in the average s-values (33.5, 34.1, and
34.1 S) obtained from all three cells in a single run is 0.36 S,
or approximately 1.1% of the reported s-value. This is in
contrast to run variability in samples that were taken from the
same stock solution of nanoparticles and measured on different
days (figure 2(B)). We note that the sample was visually stable
over the time span between experimental runs. We would
anticipate replicate measurement error of average s-value for
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nanocrystals to be on the order of 5%, as illustrated in these
data (34.1 and 32.5 S).

Finally, we show in figure 2(C) the variation in s-
values for a single aliquot run twice. The sample was
sedimented, subsequently resuspended, and then analyzed
a second time. We were able to recover our samples
and measure identical AUC data after sedimentation; this
observation is not anomalous in our experience and is generally
true for smaller nanocrystal samples with polymeric coatings.
We note, however, that the recovery of samples should
always be evaluated independently to rule out aggregation.
Such sample recovery is not possible with proteins for
example, and for some nanoparticle systems sedimentation
could result in interparticle aggregation. However, in
this case the coincidence of the sedimentation properties
before and after suggest that at least for some samples the
technique is non-destructive. The average s-values (32.2 and
32.4 S) calculated from both experiments are nearly identical,
demonstrating that AUC is highly reproducible for coated
nanomaterials. These results, in principle, are not surprising
since sedimentation relies solely on the unique properties of
all solution components. In addition, we also demonstrate
that the ultracentrifugation process itself, even at very high
speeds, does not in this example significantly alter the sample.
Materials can be recovered for use in further applications. This
result is in agreement with data shown previously for aqueous
nanoparticles at much lower speeds [1].

Operational parameters such as temperature, sample
concentration, rotor speed and detection wavelength can
contribute to systematic variations in quantitative measurement
of sedimentation properties. Because of the large density
of inorganic nanoparticles the selection of appropriate rotor
speeds is particularly crucial. In figure 3, we show that if
the rotor speed is too slow then the measured sedimentation
coefficient for a nanoparticle sample is dominated by artifact.
For the sample of CdSe nanocrystals in figure 3, the average
s-value of 32.6 S is well established experimentally and also in
good agreement with theoretical expectations based on particle
dimensions and density [41]. When the rotor speed was
between 10 000 and 25 000 rpm, the average s-values agreed
with this established value (figure 3(A)). However, at a rotor
speed of 5100 rpm, the average s-value was spuriously large,
70 S, more than double its actual value. Figure 3(B) illustrates
that this effect is not linear with speed but rather becomes
significant only at a threshold below 10 000 rpm. At speeds
of 10 000 rpm and greater, the corresponding integral plots are
nearly vertical, indicating that the sample was comprised of a
relatively narrow distribution of particles in good agreement
with TEM data. Below 5100 rpm, however, not only is the s-
value inflated, the distribution of s-values is very, very broad
and ranges from 55 to 100 S.

These artifacts at slower rotor speeds arise because under
these conditions nanoparticles sediment very slowly, so much
so that diffusive broadening dominates the sedimentation front.
The timescale of sedimentation increases substantially as the
rotor speed is decreased; for example, sedimentation times
at 10 000 rpm were 6 h and at 25 000 rpm the process was
complete in just over 1 h (figure 3(C)). In contrast, complete

Figure 3. The effect of rotor speed on s-value and sedimentation
time. Experiments were conducted on CdSe 52 with temperature and
wavelength held constant at 25 ◦C and 541 nm, respectively. (A) A
wide range of rotor speeds yield similar sedimentation coefficients.
The 5 krpm speed yielded an erroneously larger average
sedimentation coefficient due to diffusion effects becoming more
pronounced at lower speeds. (B) The 5100 rpm speed also affected
the sedimentation coefficient distribution, providing a much broader
range of s-values that is not consistent with TEM characterization.
(C) The sedimentation time increased drastically as rotor speed
decreased.

sedimentation at 5000 rpm took 12 h. When sedimentation
proceeds slowly for smaller particles, such as these CdSe
nanocrystals, diffusion plays a significantly larger role in the
overall transport process, effectively inflating the s-value.

These data thus establish the rather narrow conditions
under which the van Holde–Weischet analysis is not appro-
priate: namely, when diffusion dominates the sedimentation
profile. If samples must be evaluated at slower speeds for
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Figure 4. Dependence of sedimentation profiles on temperature and relative concentration. (A) Lower temperatures caused an increase in
s-value and the s-value distribution for CdSe nanocrystals suspended in toluene, due to organic solvent properties being more sensitive to
temperatures in this range than water. (B) Concentration did not significantly affect the average s-values and distributions.

some reason the c(s) approach may be more accurate for
absolute determination of s-values. Using this method we
obtained s-values for 5100, 12 000, 17 000 and 25 000 rpm
from 32 to 35 S, in good agreement with the value of the
sedimentation coefficient in the absence of excessive diffusion.
However, we must also note that the diffusion coefficients
calculated under the c(s) conditions are similar for speeds of
10 000 rpm and greater (approximately 1.2 × 10−7 m2 s−1),
whereas the diffusion coefficient is estimated to be 1.5 ×
10−7 m2 s−1 for the 5100 rpm case. Although the differences
in diffusion coefficients may not seem large, the effects are
much more noticeable at the slower rotor speed because
sedimentation is proceeding more slowly. Though a relatively
wide range of speeds yields reasonable sedimentation profiles
for nanocrystals, ideally these materials should be evaluated at
sufficiently high speeds so as to minimize diffusion. However,
if samples sediment too quickly to permit adequate collection
of scans (at least fifty) for analysis then other sources of error
enter into the analysis process. It is our best recommendation
that several appropriate speeds on one sample be run in order
to ensure ideal sedimentation conditions have been achieved.

Temperature and sample concentration also affect the
sedimentation of nanoparticles. The effects of these
variables have been well-documented in traditional AUC
of biomolecules and polymers [53–59], and more recently,
colloids and nanoparticles [31, 32, 37, 60–64]. These
studies have generally shown that the sedimentation coefficient
increases with increasing temperature due to polymerization
or aggregation of the solutes [53, 56]. Additionally, viscosity
is a parameter that is highly sensitive to temperature,
and also effects sedimentation. Most modern analytical
ultracentrifugation systems are equipped with thermal control
accurate to ±1 ◦C for this reason and thus this parameter
contributes little to the operational error. Furthermore,
the Ultrascan analysis program accounts for the effect of
temperature on viscosity, thereby allowing for the most
accurate determination of the sedimentation coefficient.
Figure 4(A) shows the impact of temperature on the s-value
and distribution of s-values. For our model CdSe nanocrystals
suspended in toluene and run at the same speed, we have
determined the average s-value to be approximately 33 S with

a very narrow range (33–34 S) at 25 ◦C. The average s-value
increased to 35.1 S at 20 ◦C and the range of s-values spanned
from 34–36 S.

At temperatures of 10 and 15 ◦C the average s-values do
increase, and exceed the 5% run to run variability expected
for an AUC experiment. The 10 and 15 ◦C experiments
yielded average s-values of 40.8 S and 37.4 S, respectively.
In general, we note an increase in s-value for each decrease
in temperature. A similar effect has also been observed in
RNA sedimentation studies which attributed the phenomenon
to changes in molecular conformation from a coil at lower
temperatures to more extended at higher temperatures [65]. A
more noticeable effect at 10 and 15 ◦C, however, is that the
range of s-values is markedly broader than the 20 and 25 ◦C
experiments: 32–45 S and 36–48 S, respectively. We attribute
this to decreased solubility of the nanoparticles and possible
aggregation of the nanocrystals at lower temperatures [66, 67].

In general, sedimentation coefficients linearly de-
crease with increasing concentration because the overall
solution viscosity corresponds to the amount of solute
present [32, 37, 58, 62, 64]. In figure 4(B), we show the
dependence of sedimentation coefficient on concentration. For
nanoparticle concentrations ranging from 1.4 to 3.9 μM,
we observed no significant change in the average s-value.
All of these values are within the experimental error of the
experiment. Interestingly, however, the highest concentration
yielded a slightly larger s-value (34.1 S) than the other
concentrations, indicating that aggregation may have started to
occur.

A final experimental parameter that we have found to
be of particular importance to sedimentation analysis of
nanocrystals is the detection wavelength. Figure 5 shows how
the sedimentation coefficient distribution for CdSe and Fe3O4

nanocrystals changes as different detection wavelengths are
selected. In figure 5(A), detection wavelengths of 432 and
541 nm both yielded average sedimentation coefficients of
approximately 33 S for CdSe nanocrystals. However, a broader
distribution was observed when samples were monitored at
432 nm as compared to 541 nm. This can be explained by
the fact after the initial exciton peak at 541, excitations to the
higher excited states create a continuum the makes for strong
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Figure 5. The effect of monitoring wavelength on CdSe and Fe3O4 nanocrystals. (A) CdSe nanocrystals, which have size-dependent
absorption characteristics, yielded the same average sedimentation coefficient for two different wavelengths; however, the range of s-values is
broadened at the lower wavelength. (B) Fe3O4 nanocrystals showed no variation in the range of s-values obtained for multiple wavelengths.

and relatively size-independent absorption. Thus the 432 nm
detection wavelength is in effect sampling the entire population
even those quantum dots that are very small and difficult to
image via TEM. In contrast, the choice of a 541 nm detection
wavelength makes for the most sensitive measurement as it is
at a maximum optical density well known to correspond to
quantum dots. For these samples, assuming a homogeneous
linewidth of roughly 10 nm and a core distribution of 15% from
TEM analysis, we can estimate that 80% of the sample mass
is absorbing at this wavelength. Thus by comparing different
optical detection wavelengths, it is possible to reveal smaller
populations of quantum dots—difficult to image via TEM—
yet still contributing to the overall absorption spectrum. In
contrast, figure 5(B) shows the wavelength of detection has
little effect on data from Fe3O4 nanocrystals which do not
show size-dependent optical absorption. We compared three
different wavelengths and obtained the same average s-value
(∼1700 S) and distribution in all cases.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, analytical ultracentrifugation can be applied to
nanocrystal suspensions. Although data analysis methods do
not typically affect average s-values, the distribution of s-
values is generally widest for those that are model-dependent
and/or do not correct for diffusion. The van Holde–Weischet
analysis provides an effective way to account for both diffusion
broadening as well as sample heterogeneity in AUC datasets.
The resulting datasets describe both the average sedimentation
coefficient as well as the distribution of sedimentation
coefficients for a nanocrystal sample. Typical run to run
variability in a conventional analytical ultracentrifugation
instrument is low, not more than 5%, in reported sedimentation
coefficient average and distribution width. Operational factors
such as temperature and material concentration have minor
effects on measured data, most of which are accounted for in
the analysis process. Some nanocrystals have size-dependent
optical absorbances that make detection wavelength an issue
for data collection. Additionally, to obtain accurate data

for nanoparticles rotor speeds should be selected to permit
complete sedimentation within 6 h.
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